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Introduction

Texture is an effect plug-in for your DAW (Digital Audio Workstation). It listens to the volume
of the audio you feed into it, then generates a new sound which matches the dynamics of
your source. You can use Texture to blend new layers into your sound, or even replace it
entirely with a new sound, which matches the shape and rhythm of your source.
Texture has a variety of applications, ranging from subtle enhancement of sounds “in the
mix” through to radical transformation and sound design. We expect that you’ll find all sorts
of uses for it, many of which we haven’t thought of! But here are a few suggestions:
▪ Replace hi-hats and percussion parts with alternative sounds
●
●
●
●

Integrate sounds so they sound like they are part of the same ‘kit’
Build or enhance rising and falling sounds in electronic music and pop
Make sounds more ‘vintage’ by adding noise like tape hiss or vinyl crackle
Add exciting tails to percussion and drums where you might have previously used
reverb, or looked for alternative samples.
● Add weight to sounds by synthesising new bass frequencies
● Use as an alternative to sample layering, to change a sound’s character

What’s new in Texture 1.5
Texture 1.5 is a major update and allows you to use your own samples as sounds sources. It
includes:
●
●
●
●

Sample loop playback
Two granular synthesis modes
Sample triggering
Repeating samples at regular intervals

It also includes spectrum displays on the EQs and other minor improvements includes
spectrum displays on the EQs.

Getting Started
To get started, select a stereo track or bus in your DAW which has some audio playing (we
suggest a drum or percussion part as a good starting point). Next, load Texture as an insert
plug-in on that track. You will instantly hear white noise (the default preset) which matches
the level of your audio.

The default preset probably won’t sound very exciting; it’s designed to give you a vanilla
starting point, from which you can create out your own sounds, rather than to sound good
as it is. You can either dive straight in and start tweaking, or you can browse the factory
presets, to get an idea of what Texture can do.
Presets are loaded via the thin bar at the top centre of the plug-in window. The bar displays
the current preset name (which will say “Default” if none has been loaded). Click this bar to
see a list of the available presets, and select one to load it.

You can also use the two arrow buttons to the right of the preset name to step through the
available presets, one by one.

Demo mode
If it is not activated (licensed), then Texture will run in demo mode for 14 days. When in
demo mode, the word DEMO will be displayed in faint letters over the centre of the plug-in,
and it will emit infrequent bursts of noise. These limitations can be removed by entering a
valid licence (see the Plug-in Activation section below).

Plug-in activation (Licensing)
You can purchase a licence at any time by going to the menu (next to the Devious Machines
logo) and clicking Buy Now. Once you’ve purchased a licence for Texture, open the ‘licence’
window in the plugin and go to ‘LOGIN’. Finally, enter your account details that were sent to
you when you made your order. This will automatically licence the plugin for you.

Problems activating your licence?
If you are having troubles activating your licence by logging in, please try manually entering
the licence that was sent to you via email.
Review the steps how to do this here: https://deviousmachines.com/using-licenses/

If, after that, you are still having troubles - please contact our support:
https://deviousmachines.com/contact/
Delete your licence

Delete your licence by opening the licence window from the menu.
Then select remove licence.
This will remove the licence from the computer and make it available for usage on another
system.

Using Texture
Texture’s editor is split into four main areas:

1) Preset and Menu Bar
Here, you can load and save presets, and access the plug-in menu.
2) Source Panel
The area to the left is where you configure Texture’s internal sound generator. Here,
you can select your texture source, alter some source-specific parameters, and filter
the generated sound.
3) Central Panel
By default, this displays the Dynamics panel, which controls how Texture responds to
your input signal. The strip along the top of the central panel (above the graph)
contains tab buttons, which display the other available pages (Modulation, and two
EQ sections), and power buttons, allowing the modulation and EQ sections to be
activated or deactivated individually.
4) Output Panel
The output panel gives you control over the output level of the Texture signal, the
balance between Texture and the “dry” signal path, and the overall volume level of
the plug-in. Additionally, it displays the output level of the plug-in on a pair of
meters.

The Preset and Menu Bar
Texture comes with hundreds of factory presets, and also enables you to save your settings
as user presets for later recall. Controls for loading and saving presets are situated within the
Preset and Menu Bar, situated at the top of the plugin window.

To load a preset

The central bar displays the current preset name. Click this bar to display the preset menu.
In this menu, the presets included with the plug-in are shown under Factory Presets. Select
a preset from the menu, to load it as the current preset.
You may also use the two arrow buttons on the preset bar to step forwards and backwards
through the available presets, one-by-one.

To save a preset

Click the Save Preset button on the preset bar. A box will be displayed, prompting you to
name your preset. Type a name, and press enter. Your preset will now be stored, and will
now appear under the User Presets section in the preset menu, for later recall.
The preset menu also provides three additional functions:
o Manage
o Refresh
o Reset to default

- opens a window where you can organise your user presets.
- refreshes the contents of the preset menu.
- resets the plug-in parameters back to their default values.

The Source Panel
Texture is always generating sound, whether you can hear it or not!
The Source Panel, on the leftmost side of the plug-in, is what controls what you hear. The
Dynamics section (explained in the next section), controls when you get to hear it.
SOURCE SELECTOR: select the type of sound source
(texture) here. The arrow buttons step through the
available sources.
Clicking on the source name or image brings up a
menu, showing all of the available sources, sorted by
category.
INFORMATION WINDOW: displays a description of
the current source type, or if the mouse is hovering
over a control, displays a tool tip

SOURCE PARAMETERS: provides some controls
which relate to the current source.

FILTER: shape the tone of the sound source with the
dual lowpass & highpass filter. Drag the circular
handle sideways to change the filter frequency, and
vertically to change the filter bandwidth.
The power button switches the filter on/off, whereas
the chain icon links it to the sidechain filter (see
below)

Source Parameters
Note that the knobs displayed in the Sound Parameters section will vary, depending on
which sound source is selected. The common controls are:
o
o
o
o

Pitch
Octave
Colour
Density

- provides pitch control over most sources, +/- 2 octaves.
- provides course control over pitch (currently sine oscillator only).
- this is a powerful control which “morphs” the tone of the selected source.
- controls how “thick” or busy the generated texture sounds.

The Dynamics Panel
The Dynamics section governs how Texture responds to the audio which you feed into the
plug-in. When audio comes into Texture, it triggers an Envelope. This tracks the level of your
input signal, and uses it to affect the volume of the sound generated by Texture.
The level of this envelope is drawn as a light blue trace in the large Graph Area. The volume
of the incoming audio is filled in grey.

The lower section provides two panels which control how the envelope responds to the
incoming audio: a Sidechain Filter, and the Envelope controls.
Sidechain Filter

The sidechain control is just like a compressor or noise gate
sidechain you may have used. It adds a filter to the incoming
signal and allows you to select the frequency range of the
sound you’d like Texture to respond to.
For example, if you wanted to have texture fire only on the
kick drum of an incoming audio loop, but not the hi-hats,
you could set the sidechain up as shown in the picture to the
right.
To switch on the Sidechain Filter, click the power icon in the top right corner. The filter graph
will turn blue. To set the frequency and bandwidth, drag the round handle on the filter
graph. The graph shape will update, indicating the frequency response of the filter.
Click the red headphone icon to solo the sidechain signal. This allows you to fine-tune the
filter response to isolate only the frequencies you want. Click again to deactivate solo.
Finally, the chain icon causes the Sidechain Filter and the Source Filter to become linked.

Attack, hold and decay

These work in a similar fashion to the controls on a compressor or noise gate. Attack
controls how quickly things get loud, Decay how fast they die away. Increasing the Hold
control causes Texture to hold peaks at a flat level, before allowing the envelope to decay.
Tips
● You can use the hold time to emulate a gated-reverb effect; only it’s more interesting
with Texture because you have flexibility over the tone of your fake reverb.
● You can set the Decay, hold and attack times to very short values and then apply
crazy noise to the peaks of bass sounds.
Gate and Limit

Gate sets how loud the input sound has to be before Texture adds any
noise. When the input audio (grey fill on the graph) falls below this
level, Texture’s envelope will decay to silence.
Limit sets the maximum level to which Texture’s envelope will be
allowed to rise as your input signal gets louder. This enables you to
compress the peaks of Texture’s output.
Makeup, when activated, compensates for the volume reduction caused by decreasing the
Limit control, by increasing the overall volume of Texture as Limit is turned down.
The L-R link control causes the left and right channels to be linked together. When disabled,
the left and right channels levels will vary independently.
Tips
● The Gate is very useful if you want Texture to kick in only on loud peaks (for example,
if you want to add a burst of noise to the transients of a drum loop), and want to cut
out lower level sounds.
● By setting Limit very low, switching Makeup on, and setting the Gate level, you can
make texture’s envelope behave more like a traditional noise gate.

The Output Panel
The output section is where the signal generated by texture is blended with your original
sound. It also provides volume control and volume metering.

Gain: this control allows you to boost or attenuate the volume
of the (wet) output of Texture.
The power icon activates or deactivates the wet signal, whereas
the red “S” icon allows you to solo it.

Mix: this control enables you to alter the balance between the
original (dry) signal, and the output of Texture (wet).

Master Fader: this controls the overall output volume of the
plug-in.
The two meters display the volume of the audio, as outputted
by the plug-in. Above each meter is a peak hold value, which
displays the loudest peak measured in dB for the left and right
channels. Click this number to reset the value.

Note: if the audio output exceeds 0dBFS, the red lights at the top of the meters will flash.
This is for information only, as Texture will not clip or distort your audio if it exceeds 0dBFS.
However, “hot” signal levels above 0dBFS may subsequently cause distortion at other parts
of the signal chain (for example, when exporting, when outputting to a sound card, or in
certain other plug-ins). The red light is therefore a warning that the channel or bus with
Texture on may need to be turned down.

The Modulation Panel
The Modulation Panel enables you to introduce movement into your sound, by dynamically
changing (i.e. modulating) certain key sound parameters in real time: using both the output
of a low frequency oscillator (LFO), and Texture’s envelope.
Click the MODULATION tab at the top of the central panel, to display the modulation page.

The upper two thirds of the central window will now display the LFO controls, whilst the
bottom third will display the envelope modulation controls.
LFO

The LFO controls should be familiar to anybody who is a regular user of synthesisers and
virtual instruments.
● Speed - this will control how fast the LFO runs. If the Sync button is enabled, the LFO
speed and position will be synchronised to the cursor position in your host software,
and the number displayed below the Speed knob will be measured in bars. If sync is
disabled, it will show time instead, and the LFO will freewheel.
● Phase - this control will change the position of the LFO in relation to the cursor in
your host software, and is useful when sync is enabled.
● Pitch - controls how much the LFO modulates the pitch control of the Texture
source.
● Colour - controls how much the LFO modulates the colour control of the Texture
source.
● Cutoff - controls how much the LFO modulates the cutoff of the source filter.

Envelope

The envelope controls work in the same way as the LFO, with the exception that the
Envelope section has no speed, sync, or phase controls. The shape and speed of the
envelope is instead controlled using the controls on the Envelope panel, as described in the
Dynamics Panel chapter.
Enabling and disabling modulation

Click the power button on the modulation tab, to enable or disable all modulation.
Modulation Display

When source parameters are modulated, you will see a small tracer appear on the
modulated knob in the source panel, indicating the modulated parameter position. Similarly,
when the source filter is modulated, you will see a moving circle on the filter graph,
indicating the modulated filter cutoff.
Note

Not all sources offer control over Pitch and Colour. If the currently selected source does not
offer a control, then the associated modulation controls will have no effect.
For example: the Digital Noise source offers a Colour control, but not Pitch. Therefore,
increasing the LFO’s Pitch modulation control will not have any effect on the sound of the
Digital Noise source.

EQ
To further shape your sound, Texture provides two fully parametric 5-band EQ sections.
These sections are functionally identical, save for the fact that the Texture EQ processes only
the generated sound from Texture, whereas the Original EQ processes the “dry” signal path.
To display an EQ section, click the appropriate tab button at the top of the central panel. The
power buttons on each tab allow you to enable or bypass that EQ.

To adjust an EQ band, simply drag its handle on the EQ graph. The EQ band will activate, the
first time its handle is dragged, and that band’s controls will be selected on the lower panel.
Alternatively, select the band by clicking on its tab on the lower panel to select it. The three
knobs will then control its parameters.
To enable/disable an EQ band, click the small light on that EQ band’s tab, or alternatively
double-click its handle on the graph view.
To change a band’s filter type, click the band’s shape icon on its tab in the lower pane to
bring up a menu of available types. Alternatively, right click its handle on the graph.

Using your own sounds
As well as browsing Texture’s extensive factory library you can also import your own sounds.
Once your sound is imported you can choose from four different modes: trigger, loop,
random and granular.
Trigger

Trigger is suitable for playing one-shots. It has two sub-modes:
● Audio trigger
● BPM trigger
Loop

Loop the import sample with an optional cross-fade at the loop point. This mode is ideal if
your source audio is a texture or bed of some kind.
Random

Play randomly selected short segments of the sample This mode can create textures from
many types of source audio.
Granular

Play grains from the sample with the position of the grains being controlled by the colour
knob. This is useful for creating evolving sounds.
These modes are described in more detail shortly.

Importing sounds
Click on the SAMPLE tab and click IMPORT to get started.
You can also import sounds by dragging them to the texture selection area:

Editing and zooming
In all modes you can select the area of the sample to play using the start and end markers.
If you need to work with more accuracy you can zoom and scroll the waveform if necessary
by dragging on the ruler (highlighted in the picture below). Drag vertically to zoom,
horizontally to scroll.

Using trigger mode
Audio trigger

In trigger mode with audio selected Texture will trigger playback when your input audio
level exceeds the threshold level. The input audio level is shown in the graph with the blue
line, the red vertical lines show the trigger position and the orange line is the threshold
level. Adjust the threshold level with the knob.

You can fine tune the triggering with:
● Hysteresis – prevents the audio retriggering until the input level has fallen this much
below the threshold.
● Min interval – prevents the audio retriggering for the set duration.
● HPF – applies a high-pass filter to the audio before the trigger

Repeat trigger

In trigger mode with repeat selected the controls change.

The source sample will repeat at the specified interval. The repeat interval can be set to be
in sync with your DAW or free running.

Using loop mode
In loop mode the source sound plays from the start marker to the end marker before
repeating. Loop mode has only one parameter, the cross-fade length. Use this to remove
glitches and clicks where your sample loops.

Using random mode

In random mode, overlapping sections (or grains) of audio are played from your source file
at random, the controls are:
● Grain size – the length of the grain that’s played
● Size jitter – this controls the amount of random variation in grain size
● Density min and max – the density is the number of grains of audio that play at once
– it’s a bit like unison mode on a synth. The density can be automated between the
min and max values using the density knob that appears on the left.
● Stereo link – when off grains and the left and right channel will be decoupled
resulting in a wider stereo field

Using granular mode

Granular mode is similar to random mode, only you can select the area of the sound where
the grains are played from using the colour knob.
In granular mode
● Grain size – the length of the grain that’s played
● Size jitter – this controls the amount of random variation in grain size
● Density min and max – the density is the number of grains of audio that play at once
– it’s a bit like unison mode on a synth. The density can be automated between the
min and max values using the density knob that appears on the left.
● Stereo link – when off grains and the left and right channel will be decoupled
resulting in a wider stereo field

The licence
Please read this licence carefully before downloading or using the software. By downloading or using the software, you are
agreeing to be bound by the terms of this licence.
"Our", "Us" and "We" refer to Devious Machines and/or Devious Machines's licensor(s), partner(s) and supplier(s).
"Software" means the plug-in, application, and or other software and the related documentation.
The Software is licensed to you by Us. You do not own the Software, but may have a licence to use it from us.
You acknowledge that that no title to the intellectual property in the Software is transferred to you and that full title and
ownership rights to the Software remain Our property.
Evaluation software
If the Software has a "demo-mode" you are permitted to use the software without obtaining a licence key for the duration
of the "demo-mode" only, which is 14 days from the first execution of the software on your system.
At the end of the demo period you must buy the software or delete it from your system.
Permitted Use
Under this licence you are permitted to install the software on a maximum of three computers for personal use, or use in
your business, provided that only one copy of the software is in use at any one time.
You must not share the licence key provided with anyone else.
Texture contains audio recordings ("samples") to which Devious Machines retains the copyright. Under this licence, you
may use Texture in your own music and audio compositions. This licence does not cover Texture (particularly, the samples
contained within Texture) for use in the creation of sample packs, software applications, synthesisers or musical

instruments. Should you require such a licence, or clarification on these terms, please write to Devious Machines via our
website.
Upgrades
If we produce Minor upgrades and bug fixes for this Software we may provide them without further charge to licensed
users of the product. These upgrades and bug fixes may be provided under different or further agreements.
Major upgrades to the software are not provided free-of-charge as part of this licence. The difference between a Minor
upgrade and Major upgrade will be determined by Us.
Restrictions
The Software contains copyrighted material, trade secrets, and other proprietary material. In order to protect them, and
except as expressly permitted by applicable law, you may not decompile, reverse engineer or disassemble the Software;
copy, modify, network, or distribute the Software; or rent, lease, loan, the Software, or create derivative works based upon
the Software or related documentation in whole or in part other than as expressly permitted by applicable legislation.
You may not transmit the Software from one computer to another or over a network, except as is necessary to install the
Software onto a host computer for use which is compliant with this licence agreement.
Termination
This Licence is effective until terminated. You may terminate this Licence at any time by destroying the Software and related
documentation. This Licence will terminate immediately without notice from Devious Machines if you fail to comply with
any provision of this Licence. Upon termination you must destroy the Software and related documentation. Upon
termination you shall remain subject to the provisions, restrictions, and exclusions in this Licence Agreement and shall have
no right to any refund of any amounts paid for the Software. No termination shall release you from liability for any breach
of this Licence Agreement.
Disclaimer
We provide the software "as is," and you use the software at your own risk. We make no warranties as to performance,
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, or any other warranties whether expressed or implied. No oral or written
communication from or information provided by Us shall create a warranty. Furthermore, we do not warrant that defects in
the software will be corrected.
Limitation on Damages
Under no circumstances shall We be liable for direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages resulting from
the use, misuse, or inability to use this software, even if We have been advised of the possibility of such damages.
In no event shall Our total liability to you for all damages, losses, and causes of action (whether in contract, tort including
negligence, or otherwise) exceed the amount paid by you for the Software.
Controlling Law and Severability
This Licence shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of England. If for any reason a court of
competent jurisdiction finds any provision of this Licence, or portion thereof, to be unenforceable, that provision of the
Licence shall be enforced to the maximum extent permissible so as to effect the intent of the parties, and the remainder of
this Licence shall continue in full force and effect.
Acknowledgement
You acknowledge that you have read this Licence Agreement and understand it, and agree to be bound by the terms and
conditions. You also agree that the Licence Agreement is the complete and exclusive statement of agreement between the
parties and supersedes all proposals or prior agreements, oral or written, and any other communications between the
parties relating to the subject matter of the Licence Agreement. No amendment to or modification of this Licence will be
binding unless in writing and signed by a duly authorised representative of Devious Machines.

